EDITORIAL

This second number of volume 12 means an instance of important change; the journal says goodbye to the paper edition to concentrate efforts on electronic publishing. An important instance because, although we have found that electronic platforms are an opportunity to reach more readers from all over the world, the smell of a recently published publication is still a perfume that involves - almost emotionally - the editorial teams.

The Journal Ciencias Psicológicas is today an indexed and refereed publication, which is present in multiple bases and through Scielo in the Web of Science in the original language of the article - Spanish, English or Portuguese - and in English in full text, in the format electronic.

In this issue, the miscellaneous character of the Journal and the multiple areas that Psychology encompasses becomes manifest again, a challenge for young professionals and also for academics, professionals and researchers of any age. A living, thriving Psychology with high levels of demand from society and also from the University. All this is also supported by the very high number of articles from all Latin America and Spanish and Portuguese-speaking countries - and even from other languages - that come to us with the aspiration of being published.

As this is the last issue of the year and also the farewell to the traditional paper edition, we especially want to wish a year 2019 of peace and family that will find us content by the embrace of hope.
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